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Highlights of the Workshop: 

1)       How to write a script for any case study. 

Concept development, story writing, screen play, shot division, how to handle camera,how to 

use graphics and animation in the film (if required), how to find out the location,how to do 

editing..direction, art direction.   

From the basic level to advance level and pre production to post production work. 

2)    Photography and Videography 

♣ Basic Photography composition. 

♣  What is the different between photography and Videography. 

♣  How to take photos and Video in different light condition, with flash and without flash. 

♣  What is the importance of lighting, Indoor and Outdoor. 

♣  How to make a short film with available video camera and still camera. 

♣  What is the procedure of film making. 

♣  Some films and Video example according to subjects. 

♣  What is the elements of editing and sounds. 

♣  How to make music video. 

♣  Pr-production to Post-production work. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Time Table : 

Saturday : 

9.30am to 10.30am - Lecture on script 

10.30am to 11.00am Tea Break 

11.00am to 1.30pm Discussion on Photography and Videography 

1.30pm to 2.30pm Lunch Break 

2.30pm to 4.00pm Discussion on Photography and Videography. 

4.00pm to 4.15pm Tea Break  

4.15pm to 5.00pm Demo Films 

Sunday: 

9.30am to 10.30am - Still Photographs exercise and discussion. 

10.30am to 11.00am Tea Break 

11.00am to 1.30pm Videography in the filed. 

1.30pm to 2.30pm Discussion on footage.  

2.30pm to 4.00pm Videography in the filed. 

4.00pm to 5.00pm Discussion on Photography and Videography's footage. Questions and 

Answers. 

 

Important Notice  

Those students who are attending this workshop should bring their own handy cam and still 

photo camera for the exercise. ( If they have so they can take their own video for the practices) 

 

 


